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Abstract—This study is related to transfer learning in FasterRCNN, which is a representative model for object detection
tasks. Image recognition includes image classiﬁcation, object
detection and image segmentation task. Transfer learning is
especially important for the object detection task and the image
segmentation task because of the high cost of generating training
data. In this study, we use an algorithm to calculate the difference
between tasks by focusing on the amount of parameter updates.
We then applied the algorithm to an object detection task and
aimed to make it useful for transfer learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, rapid development of machine learning
techniques has a great impact on the image recognition ﬁeld.
Among them, the object detection task is used for automatic
driving and other applications, and is an active task. [1]
However, it is difﬁcult to prepare enough training data for the
object detection task. In order to solve the problem, the method
of transfer learning is very important. Transfer learning is a
technique to make the features learned in other domains useful
for learning in other domains, and is effective for learning
small training data sets. However, the pre-trained model must
have been trained on a large dataset. [2] For this purpose,
it is important to make transfer learning effective using the
models pre-trained by ImageNet (14 million images) [3] and
COCO2017 (330,000 images).

study, They compute the difference between the parameters
wi learned in ImageNet and wi’ learned in the target task in
layer i, and propose an algorithm to visualize the difference in
training features between the two layers. The cosine similarity,
which is used in statistics, is employed as a measure of
parameter differences. As a result, they found that there is
a signiﬁcant difference between the training features of the
ImageNet and the image segmentation task in the part that
includes location information, and they applied ﬁne tuning to
U-Net by retraining this part.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In this study, we apply the transfer learning algorithm III-B
based on the work of [5] to a representative object detection
model, Faster-RCNN [6]. We then visualize the differences
between the training features at each layer in the object
detection task and the pre-trained model. And the aim is to
help select a pre-trained model and decide which layers to
prohibit parameter updates.
A. The Faster-RCNN model
The model used was the Faster-RCNN as shown in Fig. 1
with a ResNet50 [8] consisting of 48 convolutional layers.

II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. ﬁne tuning
Fine tuning is a commonly used transfer learning technique
in CNN. Fine tuning freezes the parameters in the part of learning generic features. Then, the part that learns speciﬁc features
that may differ from task to task updates the parameters. This
prevents overﬁtting to a target task with a small number of
data. In general, a layer close to the input of the CNN prohibits
parameter updates in that layer as it learns generic features of
the image, and allows parameter updates in the layer close
to the output. However, the method of determining the layer
that prohibits updating parameters is only empirical and is
practically a hyper-parameter [4].
B. Transfer Learning Algorithm in U-Net
The study of [5] considered that when initialized with the
parameters of the pre-trained model, they considered that the
amount of parameter updates due to learning of the target task
represents the difference in the features to be learned. In this
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Fig. 1. The Faster-RCNN model we used

B. Algorithm for transfer learning
The explanation for Algorithm 1 is as follows. In the
convolutional layer, the difference between the parameters
wi learned in the pre-training task and wi’ learned in the
target task is calculated using cosine similarity. The algorithm
proposed in the study of [5] included an operation to prohibit
updating the parameters in the layer where the calculated
difference exceeds the threshold t. However, that operation
was omitted in this study because there was no clear way to
set the threshold.

Fig. 2. Each Layer Difference

IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Methods
Kaggle’s Global Wheat Detection [7] was used as an object
detection task in the evaluation experiments. This is a task to
detect wheat ears from wheat images, with more than 3,000
training data and about 1,000 test data. The model used was
the Faster-RCNN as shown in Fig. 1 with a ResNet50 [8]
consisting of 48 convolutional layers. We experimented on
transfer learning with ImageNet and COCO2017 as a pretraining task in the ResNet50 part of the model used. Then,
we apply Algorithm1 to the ResNet50 part and compare the
results.
B. Results
Fig. 2 is the result of calculating the difference between
the pre-learning task and the target task in each layer by the
procedure of Algorithm 1. The horizontal axis is the index of
the convolution layer of ResNet50 from the input side. The
vertical axis is the difference between tasks calculated using
cosine similarity. The orange line represents the difference
between the parameters pre-trained by COCO2017 and those
trained by Global Wheat Detection. The blue line represents
the difference between the pre-trained parameters in ImageNet
and those trained by Global Wheat Detection. Fig. 2 shows that
the difference between the parameters between COCO2017
and Global Wheat Detection is relatively large from around the
20th layer to the output layer. On the contrary, the difference
between the parameters between ImageNet and Global Wheat
Detection is relatively small from around the 20th layer to the
output layer.

Fig. 3. Fine-Tuning Results

Fig. 3 is the result of applying ﬁne tuning to the ResNet50
part of Fig. 1. The horizontal axis is the number of layers
where the parameter update is prohibited from the input side,
and the ﬁne tuning is applied in increments of 5 layers. The
vertical axis is the mAP (Mean Average Precision) which is
an index to compare the accuracy of the object detection. The
orange line is the result of pre-trained by COCO2017 and
applying ﬁne tuning. The blue line is the result of pre-trained
by ImageNet and applying ﬁne tuning. Fig. 3 shows that the
model pre-trained by ImageNet has a higher mAP in all cases
except for the case where the update of 10-layer parameters is
prohibited. Therefore, we can say that the model pre-trained by
ImageNet is more suitable for pre-training of Global Wheat
Detection. From the results in Fig. 3, we can also read the
relationship between the number of layers where parameter
updates are prohibited and the mAP at that time. There was
no signiﬁcant difference between ImageNet and COCO2017
when parameter updates were prohibited for 10 to 15 layers,
but when parameter updates were prohibited for more layers,
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the model pre-trained by ImageNet recorded a higher mAP.
From the results of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can see that
it is more effective to adopt a model with small differences
as a pre-training model. It can also be seen that prohibiting
the update of the weights of the layers with large differences
reduces the performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
The algorithm for calculating differences between tasks,
which was applied to the segmentation task in study [5], was
applied to the object detection task in this study. And we aimed
to help transfer learning with pre-trained models at ImageNet
and COCO2017. As a result, we are able to calculate the
differences between tasks in the object detection task. And
it could help in the selection of a pre-trained model and the
decision on which layers to prohibit parameter updates.
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